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Evolving Technical Capabilities in Turmoil :
A Field Research on The Value Chain
Network of Denim Jeans Industry in The Setouchi District (1)
Daiji Fujii・Hisao Tomae
Tomoyuki Yamamoto・Jiro Inoue
This research is a field study on the production−distribution network of denim jeans in the Setouchi district,
being faced with the recent global competitive pressures.
It has long been said that the textile and apparel industries in developed countries have been challenged by
those developing economies that enjoy the advantages of low labor costs. The Setouchi district, which have had
a long tradition of the industries, was no exception. It suffered a serious recession during the 1990s and 2000s
and have lost their major customer bases. Amongst them, however, the denim jeans industry could survive the
period by handling the negative impact from abroad in its own way. Since the denim jeans industry first
appeared in Japan in the 1960s, the district has established itself as the center of the industry and long sustained
its better competitive positions. It seems true that successful manufacturers not only pass their traditional
production capabilities to younger generations but also promote technical evolution to make the new capabilities
fit into the new market conditions, which are more quality oriented, fragmented and unstable.
We conduct a field research to illuminate to what extent the Setouchi district has been successful in the denim
jeans production and distribution and how it has been achieved. This paper, which is a part of the report of our
whole research, especially attempts to suggest a potential approach to the industry, which owes a lot to a new
philosophical movement called ‘communities of practice.’ We suggest that our new approach should be more
appropriate than conventional approaches in that it can firstly explain the psychological climates of the Setouchi
district which are characteristically individualistic. Secondly, although local economies were previously
understood to be facilitated by the network based succession and diffusion of technical and commercial
knowledge, it seems that manufacturers’ learning behaviors in this district tend to rely more on the independent
trial and error method.
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